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Ⅰ. 개발내용

교과목명 Practical Korean

수업목표
You can learn and know practical Korean expressions that can 
be used in everyday life and school life.

차  시 학습주제 및 학습내용 비 고

1 주차

what is your name? where are you from? what is

your job? I'm not Korean What is this?/that? Do

you have umbrella? There is a desk in classroom. I

have eraser and pencil.

2 주차

what are you doing? I'm not studying Korean.

Where are you going? Where do you study? Where

is here? Where is toilet?(bathroom)

3 주차

What is in front of school? The Bank is next to the

hospital What is the date today? What day is it

today? When do you study Korean?

4 주차

What did you do yesterday? What did you do after

studying? Please give me an eraser. Read it, please.

Do not take a photo, please How many things do

you have?

5 주차
Is this apple cheap? lt's heavy. How is the weather

today?
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6 주차

How's the dormitory? It's cheap and comfortable. It's

expensive but comfortable. shall we play basketball

together?

7 주차
formal form This is my teacher's book. I'm good at

Korean. How old are you?

8 주차 mid-test

9 주차

What time is it? From what time to what time do

you work out? I go to school and study. What will

you do tomorrow?

10 주차
I have a headache. I'm the only Korean. I'm Korean,

too. I'm sorry. I have to study.

11 주차
Tomorrow is Saturday, right? Wow, It's snowing! I

was sick, so I couldn't go. I am working now.

12 주차

How long does it takes? I go by bus. I plan to go

Jeju island. help me. please write in notebook. try it

on.

13 주차
I want to buy. Do you have a big eraser? Who is

that person who is listening music? Can you read?

14 주차

I came to Korea in order to studyng I think it is

cold. I think he is sleeping I think it is vacation. I

have been Jeju

15 주차 final test


